
初三英语暑假班基础教案 参考答案

第 1 讲

语音

1-5 B B A D B 6-10 C A A B A 11-15 C A D C A 16-19 B B B A
阅读

A 1-6 DBCBCD
B 1-6 BCDABA

第 2 讲

听力训练

Have you wondered how busy students are in the United States? Well, we are always busy. We have a lot of
homework, but not as much as Chinese students. In the school, we are not just busy working on our studies. We
also have a lot of after-school activities to do.

First, we have after-school clubs. We finish school early around 2:40 p.m. Then we go to our clubs from 3 p.m.
to 4 p.m. There are several kinds of clubs, such as arts, sports and culture. I love after-school clubs because I can
make friends there.

Another kind of common after-school activity is playing on school sports team. I have a friend who is on a girl’s
basketball team. It is basketball season now, so she trains every day after school from 3 p.m. to 6 p. m. There is
just a half-an-hour rest.

Finally, a lot of us do volunteer work on the weekends. We need 15 to 20 volunteer hours each term in order
to graduate . I’m usually a little tired after I finish volunteering each week. The work is sometimes boring, but I
know I’m working for the society. So I enjoy it.

1-6 FFFFTT

Hello, it’s me Tracy. Welcome back to This American life. Today with us is Brennon Jones.
Tracy: Hello, Mr. Jones, welcome to our program!
Brennon: Hello, Tracy and good evening, everyone!
Tracy: Mr. Jones, I’m told that you’ve been offering free haircuts to the homeless people on the street. Is that
true?
Brennon: Yes, I’ve done it since last year.
Tracy: How kind you are! Did all the homeless people accept your offer?
Brennon: Some people refused my offer at first, but at last most of them decided to accept.
Tracy: They were moved by your kindness. What else did you do for the homeless?
Breennon: I often talked with these people, listened to their stories and offered some useful advice to help them
improve their lives.
Tracy: That was great! How many free haircuts have you offered so far?
Brennon: Over three hundred. And I feel happy when seeing smiles on their faces.
Tracy: Did anything special happen after you offered help to the homeless?
Brennon: Yes. A gentleman named Edward offered me the use of his old shop for free. So that I wouldn’t have to
cut hair on the street in winter.
Tracy: There are so many kind people around us indeed.
Brennon: Yes, that’s true. I will continue to offer free haircuts.



1. last year 2. to accept 3. useful advice 4. three/3 hundred 5. the street

阅读

C 1. attack 2. alone 3. gift 4. carry 5. hardly 6. pain 7. diet/dinner
D 1. It invites travelers from all over the world to take part in the vote.

2. Because they couldn’t run fast enough.
3. He wanted to see if he could get a workmate aboard.
4. By knocking heavily on the door.
5. In Los Angeles.
6. attend the meeting in a thick suit, a heavy overcoat and a fur hat.

buy some new summer clothes as soon as he got off the plane.(Any reasonable answer is acceptable)

第 3 讲

冠词

1-5 C A B B C 6-10 C B A C C 11-12 A A
阅读

A 1-6 CBCDDC
B 1-6 CBABCA

第 4 讲

听力

Karen always complained about her house. One day I asked why she didn’t look for another house, Karen
answered, “I will look for another one when I come back from vacation.”

Sam hated his job. However, he loved taking photos, and was taking a two-year course to get a certificate.
Every day he complained about his work. I asked him why he didn’t give up his job and start a business of taking
photos. His reply was, “when I finish my course, I will start a business.”

Harry worked for a company that allowed him to retire early, but at a reduced pension. Now Harry became
very weak and found it difficult to deal with his work. I was worried about his heavy workload and its influence
on his health. “Why don’t retire, Harry? Do something that you want to do,” I said. “If I were older, I would get
my full pension.” “When the next summer comes, maybe I will,” Harry replied.

There is an old saying that says: ”if and When were planted, and Nothing grew.” A year later, Karen is still living
in the house she hates. Sam is still complaining about his job and hasn’t finished his course. Harry is still working
and his health is even worse. These people had a lot of stress in their lives that they could have reduce. But all of
them defeated themselves by thinking “If or when”

Life is too short for “ifs and whens”. The next time you find yourself thinking “if or when”, remember the
saying: ”If and When were planted, and Nothing grew”.
1-6 FTFTTT

When I was a child in kindergarten, I had to take a nap during school every single day. It was probably my least
favourite thing about being in kindergarten.

But now as an adult, I love taking naps. Being able to relax and get some rest in the middle of the day is great!
But attitudes toward naps are quite different when comparing the US and China.

In the US, taking a nap in the middle of the day is looked down upon. People who take naps are seen as lazy.
You can even be fire from your job if you fall asleep at work.

But in China, taking a nap is just a normal part of the day. Some people even bring their own pillow to work for
naptime. People in China have a much more relaxed attitude toward taking naps.



On one hand, it is true that you spend less time working or studying if you take a nap. There are also times
when it isn’t appropriate to take a nap. You don’t want to fall asleep in the middle of an important meeting, or
during wedding.

But on the other hand, having a short rest can help you work better. A good rest can improve your mood as
well, studies say. So why not take a nap during lunch break and make the rest of the day more enjoyable?

1. least favourite 2. quite different 3. fall asleep 4. more relaxed 5. work better

阅读

C 1. explained 2. common 3. used 4. change 5. besides 6. usually 7. closer
D 1. High-speed trains, mobile payment, shared bikes and online shopping.

2. In 2008.
3. By typing a short password into Alipay app on their mobile devices.
4. They need to scan a QR code on a shared bike with a smartphone app.
5. Because of lower costs and fewer licensing requirements.
6. Shared bike. I ride a shared bike to school instead of taking a taxi. It’s both cheap and convenient.

Online shopping. I buy almost everything online, and it saves me a lot of time and money.
(Any reasonable answer is acceptable)

第 5 讲

介词 1
1-5 D D B A D 6-10 A C A C A 11-12 A B
阅读

A 1-6 ADACBB
B 1-6 ACACBD

第 6 讲

词性转换

1. birds 2. third 3. myself 4. foolish 5. location 6. widely 7. breathe 8. unhealthy
9. churches 10. artists 11. hers 12. arrival 13. dishonest 14. safety 15. possibly 16. graduate

阅读

C 1. feeling 2. added 3. increased 4. advantage 5. easily 6. saying 7. alone
D. 1. Because he had a craze for its wonderful colours.

2. No, it didn’t.
3. He tweaked the cocoon to make larger opening for the butterfly and removed the remaining cocoon.
4. Unfortunately, it failed. / Unfortunately, neither did the wings expand nor the swollen body reduce.
5. Because the liquid stored in the body would be turned into wings.
6. struggles are not easy and we may meet with all kinds of difficulties. If we don’t give up, struggles will make

us stronger and promise us a good future. (Any reasonable answer is acceptable)

第 7 讲

介词 2
1-5 A C D C B 6-10 B C D D D 11-13 C D B
阅读

A 1-6 DBABCD



B 1-6 CBADBC

第 8 讲

听力

There are some new cups in the store. These cups are very special. They have a little porcelain cat or dog at
the bottom. You cannot see it when you start drinking. After drinking at least a half cup of tea, you can see its
little head.

Many people especially kids and young people love it. They think it’s really cute. However, there are also some
people who think it’s strange.

“It’s awful! Why would someone pour hot water over a cat’s head?” says one of them.
Others think these cups will make people have too much sugary drink, and they don’t even realize it. That is

really bad for health.
Some people even complain that it changes the taste of tea to know there’s a cat in it. That is quite terrible.
But as people show more and more love to pets, especially cats and dogs, pet products have become more

and more popular. These cups still win the hearts of many customers.

1-6 FFTTFT

Jane: Tony, what do you want to be in the future?
Tony: I want to go to college and after college I’ve thought about being an eye doctor.
Jane: Wow! an eye doctor. What made you want to be an eye doctor?
Tony: I had poor eyesight when I was a little boy. I was very pleased to get glasses for the first time. I put them on

and I really needed them. And another reason is that my cousin has had lots of eye problems and he is
now blind in one eye. Last year, I asked him to go to a 3D movie to relax ourselves. He refused and said, “ I
can’t go to the cinema because I need two eyes to see 3D.” And that made me feel like I needed to fix
people’s eyes.

Jane: So are you doing things right now to help you prepare yourself to become a doctor?
Tony: Of course. I have just studied the classes that I should take to help me get ready. I’m taking those classes

and doing everything I can to get in that direction.
Jane: Oh, that’s great. You can make it!
Tony: Thank you.
1. after college 2. was pleased 3. 3D movie 4. fix people’s 5. get ready

阅读

C 1. alone 2. After 3. tried 4. mean 5. suddenly 6. impossible 7. part
D 1. He was working in the field one morning.
2. Queen Olivia.
3. Because the chicken would provide eggs for his family. /Because he knew chickens well.
4. A wise choice.
5. A well-paid job. / A job to take care of the horses.
6. He was smart enough to make the right choice.

第 9 讲

代词 1
1-5 A B A A C 6-10 C D B D C 11-15 C B A B B
阅读



A 1-6 DCBCAC
B 1-6 DCBBCA

第 10 讲

代词 2
1-5 A C B D A 6-10 C D A D B 11-15 D B B A C
阅读

C 1. achieve 2. choices 3. prouder 4. rush 5. agree 6. practising / practicing 7. safe
D 1. Yes, he was.

2. Puerto Rico was hit by hurricanes.
3. He raises money by baking and taking online orders for homemade pies. He has also set up a crowdfunding

page.
4. She helps him deliver the pies around the city.
5. Because he heard it would take the country a long time to recover from the hurricanes.
6. Any reasonable answer is acceptable.

第 11 讲

听力

When Michelle was seven years old, she watched the 1988 Winter Olympics on TV. She fell in love with skating
From that moment, she knew that she wanted to skate in the Olympics, too. At first, her parents thought she was
too young to skate. But Michelle kept on asking to learn until they agreed. She was a quick learner and hard
worker. Before long she could jump on the ice.

Ice skating lessons were expensive, so Michelle’s parents had to work hard enough. At the age of ten, it was
time for her to find a professional teacher. But professional teachers were even more expensive, so they had to
sell their houses to pay for the lessons.

Then, when she was eleven years old, Michelle was invited to skate in the 1992 U.S. Skating Contest, Michelle
lost the game, but that only made her work even harder. In 1996, Michelle won the U.S. National Contest and
became one of the best skaters in the world. In 1998, Michelle finally got to skate in the Winter Olympics in
Japan. She skated wonderfully, but she finished in second place. Still, Michelle had seen her Olympic dreams
come true.
1-6 TFTFTF

People have grown corn in America for hundreds of years. Native Americans planted and ate corn long ago.
When the Europeans arrived, some native Americans taught them how to grow it.

Today, the United States produces more corn than any other country. American farmers plant corn seeds in the
spring when the weather is warm enough. If a farmer plants when the soil is too cold, the seeds will die.

Corn needs plenty of space to grow. It has to have a lot of sunshine and the right amount of water. If farmers
have good weather, they can pick their corn by September. If the weather is too dry or cold or stormy, the corn
may not grow very well.

When it is ready, many farmers sell their corn. People buy corn to eat, of course. Some companies buy corn to
feed farm animals. Other companies buy it to produce different foods or drinks. There are even companies that
buy corn to make fuel for cars! That fuel is friendly to the environment.

1. in America 2. warm enough 3. right amount 4. by September 5. make fuel

阅读



A 1-6 CABCCD
B 1-6 CADBCA

第 12 讲

词性转换

1. videos 2. fortieth 3. organize 4. Germany 5. location 6. dislike 7. widely 8. unforgettable 9. Germans 10. mine
11. thirties 12. saying 13. kindness 14. enable 15. terribly 16. personal

阅读

A. 1-6 DBCDCA
B. 1-6 CBADCB

第 13 讲

名词

1-5 C A B A A 6-9 B D A D
阅读

C 1. excited 2. types 3. if 4. realized 5. mine 6. crossed/ caught 7. natural
D 1. Yes, I do.
2. By ticking the box on his/her form to order a free watch.
3.Before the end of this month.
4. They get the information about the latest best-sellers.
5. He/She has to order four books during the first year.
6. Any reasonable answer is acceptable.

第 14 讲

形容词副词 1
1-5 D A D B B 6-10 A B B D B 11-14 C D D C
阅读

A 1-6 BCACAB
B 1-6 CABDCB

第 15 讲

形容词副词 2
1-5 B B A C B 6-10 B D C D C 11-12 A C
阅读

C 1. nice 2. supposed 3. attention 4. items 5. drop 6. another 7. strange
D 1. Microscopic robots.

2. Fighting disease or repairing the environment.
3. Because they are so tiny.
4. The ability to reproduce.
5. The advangtages and disadvantages of nanorobots
6. Any reasonable answer is acceptable.

第 16 讲

词性转换

1. factories 2. French 3. twentieth 4. enrich 5. broken 6. successful 7. properly 8. disappear 9.



heroes 10. our 11. three 12. Happiness 13. weigh 14. pleasant 15. politely 16. dishonest
阅读

C. 1. behavior(s) 2. includes 3. once 4. connected 5. lonely 6. without 7. advantages
D. 1. Yes, he did.

2. Because a rich man let young boys read books for free.
3. He was thirty.
4. It made bridges for the railroads and later made steel for bridges, machines, and many other things.
5. By giving away his money for education and peace.
6. We should do something to help others. /We should work hard to make the world better.


